Week 8 Now What?
Howdy, and welcome to WEEK 8 of our Weave & Stitch Along! This is our final week, and that
means there is A LOT to chat about.
We want to put everything that we’ve made so far together in a Sampler Table Topper, and we
will talk about where to go from here.
We will allow two weeks for this session, to give more people the chance to finish. The last day
of this WSAL is August 4th. Please note: There will be a giveaway at the end of the WSAL! The
winners will be announced August 6th.

For instructions you may follow these written instructions, and/or watch the video for Week 8
on YouTube.

Goal
We will take little steps towards making the table
topper. If you follow the “5-Step Process to Product”
that is described below, success is guaranteed.
Please take pictures of your “work in progress” (WIP)
and ask questions along the way! Post on FB or Ravelry,
or email gabi@texasgabi.com
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5-Step Process to Product
1 - See What You Have

If you made each week’s motif, you will have 7
embroidered hexagons or squares.
You may have a few more if you did the two
mystery challenges, the midterm, and the
bonus. Also, you may have tried to work the
different sizes for the backstitch design in Week
4.
The recommended Sampler Table Topper will
assume the basic 7 motifs, but there are
suggestions to add more.

For the borders, gather additional motifs that you have woven so far. These may be motifs that you
made just for this table topper project, or gather any sample motifs that you may have for a “crazy
quilt”.

2 - Decide What You Want to Do With What You Have
Below are some suggestions for a sampler table topper that will preserve all the work that you did
during this WSAL.
The minimum for the table topper design is 7 embroidered motifs.
If you have more than that, you can:
-

Exchange motifs with some that you like better, or
add as many as you want and “keep going”!
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Secret Pocket
In case you noticed and wondered why I said “+1” a few
weeks ago while talking about how many extra motifs you will
need, here is the solution: I propose to turn the buttonhole
motif from Week 5 into a secret pocket on your table topper!
If you use a second motif as backing, you can add a secret
pocket to your table topper that will hold little messages or
surprises.

Tip: Use a large bath towel or a design felt when you lay out your motifs and plan your table topper. This
way you can quickly roll up your work and put it safely away if needed, without losing any work.

Suggestions for Squares
“The Minimalist”
You will need:
(7) embroidered motifs
(1) motif for the secret pocket

“Simple Border”
You will need:
(7) embroidered motifs
(1) motif for the secret pocket
(12) 4” border motifs
(2) half border motifs (can be folded 4”, 2”x4”, or
four 2”)
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“The Checker Board”
You will need:
(7) embroidered motifs
(1) motif for the secret pocket
(8) border motifs
“Checker Board with Border”
You will need:
(7) embroidered motifs
(1) motif for the secret pocket
(28) border motifs

“The Sampler”
You will need:
(7) embroidered motifs
(1) motif for the secret pocket
(34) border motifs
(The template for this layout is on the WSAL
Pinterest board.)
“Keep Going …”
Use any of the embroidered motifs you have, add
some, use as many border motifs as you want.
Caution (with a smile): You are entering a project
size that is more a car seat or lap blanket than a
table topper!
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Suggestions for Hexagons
“The Minimalist”
You will need:
(7) embroidered motifs
(1) motif for the secret pocket

“Simple Border”
You will need:
(7) embroidered motifs
(1) motif for the secret pocket
(12) border motifs

“The Sampler”
You will need:
(7) embroidered motifs
(1) motif for the secret pocket
(30) border motifs
(The template for this layout is on the WSAL
Pinterest board.)
“Keep Going …”
Use any of the embroidered motifs you have, add
some, use as many border motifs as you want.
Caution (with a smile): You may enter a project
size that is more a car seat or lap blanket than a
table topper!
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3 - Determine What Else You Need and Then Make It
Now that you have the list of what you need from Step 2, see if there is anything else you need. For
example: Do you have all seven motifs? Do you need more motifs for the borders?
Once you have determined what else you need – if anything – go ahead and make it!
Put your notes on what you need to make here:

4 - Put It All Together
Putting it all together means that it is time to join the motifs to make the design that you have chosen
above. Here are some very basic suggestions to explore:

Hand Sewing
We have two videos that show how to join hexagons with or without fabric direction:
How to Join Hexagons – with Fabric Direction
How to Join Hexagons when Fabric Direction Doesn’t Matter
We show a very simple joining method for squares in this week’s video instruction:
A Simple Whip Stitch Method for Joining Pin Loom Squares
In “Resources” below you can find a few other currently popular joining methods.
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Machine Sewing

The sample shows three machine sewing techniques (black thread chosen to show contrast; if you
choose a thread color close to the fabric color, machine sewing will barely show):
1) Overlapping two motifs, then sew with the largest setting straight stitch along the scallops.
Benefit: Decorative scallop edges, the seams are not too thick. Disadvantage: Without basting
the sides first, the seam is not easy to get straight looking on both sides.
2) Zig-zag: Only barely overlap two motifs, then sew with the largest setting of the zig-zag stitch.
Benefit: Works well.
3) Holding two motifs right side together, sew along the edge with the largest straight stitch
setting. Benefit: Probably the best looking on the right side. Disadvantage: Creates a thicker
seam that won’t allow the fabric to lay completely flat.

Crocheting

You can crochet around the motifs first, and then sew them together, or you can crochet two motifs
together at a time.
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1) Single crochet edging around a single motif: Start in the middle of a row and crochet one single
crochet into each scallop (square) or elbow/arch (hexagon) and three single crochet stitches in
each corner. Try different yarns and different colors to find out what you like best: Crochet
thread for a very thin edging, black to achieve a stained glass effect, variegated yarn to add an
accent when using plain, solid colored motifs.
2) Single crochet edging holding two motifs together.
3) Slip stitch holding two motifs together.

“Crazy Quilt” Embroidery
If you don’t like the looks of any of your seams, consider embroidery as it is commonly used with “crazy
quilting”. You already know the Running stitch and you can use a larger version of the Cross stitch,
which are both commonly used. Also, there is a very quick stitch that is often referred to as Crazy Quilt
stitch. The official name is Feather Stitch. This stitch works up quickly …

Find instructions for the Feather Stitch in the DMC Embroidery Guide or view the Feather Stitch in this
week’s video.
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5 - Take Pictures, Share, and Enjoy
While you are working, take pictures of your work in progress (WIP). This is like notes taking and very
important if you want to go back and look up a certain idea that you had or to see what you did for a
certain task before. Use those photos when you as questions, too!
But then finally, make sure to take pictures and post them on Facebook in the “Pin Loom Weaving
Support Group” or on Ravelry in the “Looms to Go” group. Enjoy seeing all photos on our Weave &
Stitch Along Pinterest board!

What’s Next?
While this WSAL is coming to an end, let it just be the beginning for your continued embroidery journey.
Here are a few suggestions to keep embroidering on pin looms going:
1) When you are working on or planning a pin loom project, ask “Can I add embroidery?” The
answer maybe that you don’t want to embroider your weaving, but maybe your project benefits
from an initial or a little accent here and there.
2) Dig some history on the eLoomANation website. In the early years of pin loom weaving it was
almost taken for granted to add embroidery to many projects, from baby items to handbags.
Look through some of the preserved booklets on www.eloomanation.com
3) Look for “inspiration” ideas in the ”Inspiration” section of the WSAL Pinterest Board.
4) Google or search on Pinterest for more embroidery ideas. There are plenty of small designs to
fit a pin loom.
5) When you see something cute, ask “Can I embroider it on my pin loom?” Here is an example.

Happy Weaving and Stitching … Always!
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Resources
The video instructions for this week are on YouTube at https://youtu.be/Lv1vBDVQjjk
Information about this Weave & Stitch Along can be found on our blog at
https://turtleloom.com/category/weave-stitch-along/
Pictures of the Weave & Stitch Along on Pinterest are at https://www.pinterest.com/TexasGabi/weavestitch-along/
DMC Embroidery Stitch Guide https://www.dmc.com/us/p-uncategorizedembroidery-stitches.html

Square Joining Methods
Meg Stump’s “An update on joining squares”, http://www.pinloomweaving.com/2017/07/an-updateon-joining-squares.html
Deb Carpenter’s Zoo Crew book shows the Whip stitch and double overcast,
https://www.interweave.com/store/zoo-crew
Sue Burton shows the Mattress stitch, http://adventuresinpinloomweaving.com/2017/10/16/joiningsquares-using-mattress-stitch/
Check out the vintage booklets and look for the original joining methods shown in the instruction
booklets on the eLoomANation website, http://www.eloomanation.com/looms.php
Weave as you go https://weavingahistory.wordpress.com/2016/03/10/weaving-those-squarestogether-part-3/ (does not apply for our current project, but it is interesting)
Nifty crochet idea https://www.facebook.com/knitty/videos/10155369898301603/ (crochet around the
squares first, then crochet the squares together as shown)
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